Newstripe’s Field & Playground
Stencils & Paint

PolyTough™ stencils will keep your facility looking sharp!
Mascot and team emblems up to 50’ sizes, football numbers,
hash marks, playground games and custom graphics for
ﬁelds, press boxes, walkways and more.
Quality: PolyTough stencils are the ultimate in industrial grade
stencils. Cut from a 1/8” high-grade plastic, they are the most
durable stencils available.
Easy to clean: Dried paint simply ﬂakes off and Polytough
stencils can be pressure washed or even cleaned with solvents.
Crisp, accurate markings: All Newstripe stencils are precision
cut to reproduce logos, mascots and fonts precisely.
Always lay ﬂat: Their heavy weight means sharper images and
lettering on almost any surface.
Lifetime Warranty: Newstripe stencils are designed for the
heaviest use, misuse and abuse. With minimum care, they will
last for years and are backed by our lifetime warranty.
Field Marking Paint: Newstripe’s premium paints
produce bright, high quality lines. Our white concentrate
saves big on shipping costs and eliminates measuring.
Create vivid mascots and team logos with our wide
range of colors. Newstripe’s Aerosol paints feature
nonclogging tips and is are available in a wide range of colors. Newstripe’s
paint is environmentally safe and easily cleans up with soap and water.

Other Marking Needs?
Newstripe, Inc. offers a complete line of ﬁeld painting machines, inﬁeld
groomers, drags, and stencils.
Visit our web site at www.newstripe.com or call toll free 1-800-624-6706
FPS 06/13

Newstripe’s Field Layout Systems

SafeMark™ Permanent Locators
Permanently layout ﬁelds once and never
measure again. Unique markers won’t rust and will not lift. Markers
are installed ﬂush to turf to prevent twisted ankles and tripping. Each
set includes installation auger, locators, 600’ cord and stringing spikes.
Different sets allow you to layout baseball, soccer, football and more.

ProLine™ Field Layout System
Newstripe’s ProLine Field layout system is the simplest and easy way to layout a ﬁeld and to
eliminate repeated measuring. The recessed button allows you to quickly string a ﬁeld for
painting. Each kit includes locators, starter tool and 600’ cord. Different sets allow you to layout
baseball, soccer, football and more.

Aerosol Athletic Paint

Line Mate Caddy

Field Marking Paint

Other Marking Needs?
Newstripe, Inc. offers a complete line of ﬁeld painting machines, inﬁeld
groomers, drags, and stencils.
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